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This paper is concerned with a new type of generative device,
which can deal with imprecise concepts. We propose Rough
Elementary Formal Systems (REFSs), which is based on a rough set
theory and some type of Post's cononical systems. We give a defin
ition of an REFS and discuss some properties and learnabilities of it.
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1  Introduction
The theory of computational learning theory has swiftly developed since
the seminal paper of Gold [5] and Solomonoff [19] and various kinds of
framework of lerning problems have been introduced by many researchers,
for example (1) "identification in the limit" by Gold [5], Angluin [1] and Pitt
[3], (2) "Minimally Adequate Teacher (MAT) Learning" by Angluin [2], in
which learners can ask questions finite times to a teacher, and (3) "Probably
Approximate Correct (PAC) Learning" by Valiant [20], in which learners can
use "oracle" and a criterion of learning is stochastic.
On the other hand, we have pointed out weakpoints of each framework
above, for example, limitted objects to learn for (1), gaps to real problems
for (2), and artificiality of framework itself for (3). Thus, we have waited
impatiently for a new framework of learning. Also, it is known that each
learning framework depends on the expressive device. In this paper, we
would like to propose a new expressive device based on rough set theory,
called rough elementary formal system (REFS), in advance of presentation
of a learning framework.
The concept of elementary formal systems was originaly introduced by
Smullyan in [18], and it is well-known that EFSs are different generative
devices from formal grammars and some machies, for example Turing
Machines, and that EFSs have interesting properties in formal language
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theory. EFSs use a mathematical logic to express languages and thus these
are familiar with concepts of predicates or relations over a set.
Rough set theory was investigated by Pawlak in [11]. Rough sets are a
kind of approximation sets to deal with vagueness, impreciseness and fuzzi-
ness. Such theories with respect to approximation sets include fuzzy set
theory [21] relying orderling relations that express intensity of membership
and theory of evidence [17] based on belief function to express "certainty".
These two approaches are based on probability theory, apart from whether
implicit or explicit expression. However, the rough set theory uses equiva
lence classes, which is familiar with sets (languages).
In the rest of this paper, after some brief explanations of fundamental
notions, we investigate rough elementary formal systems to give a new
type of framework of approximation learning different from what already
exists, and consider some properties of it. Further we discuss the compari
son to other related works.
2  Formal Grammars and Languages
We give the basic notions of formal languages and their classes.
We assume the reader to be familiar with the rudiments of formal lan
guage theory. If not stated here, we follow the conventional and standard
notions and notations in formal language theory (e.g., [6], [15]).
An alphabet Z is a finite set of symbols. The set Z* consists of all finite
length sequences formed by concatenating zero or more elements of Z.
Elements of Z* are called strings. The unique string of length 0 is denoted
by A, which is referred as an empty string. Further, let Z'^= Z*- {X}. By lg{u)
we denote the length of a string u. A language over Z is any subset L of Z*.
The concatenation of strings u and v is denoted by uv. The cardinality of a
set S is denoted by |5|.
Now we give the definition for formal grammars. A grammar is defined
as a 4-tuple G = {V, Z, P, (?i), where
(1) y-Z={Qi, Q2 Qn} is a finite set of nonterminal symbols,
(2) Z is a finite set of terminal symbols,
(3) P is the set of productions, and
(4) Qi G y-Z is a start symbol.
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For a grammar G, we can define the relation =>g, which are read as "directly
derives", on V* in the manner as follows:
if ayP is a string in V* and is a production in P, then
The notation which are read as "derives", denotes the reflexive
and transitive closure of =>g. We often omit the subscript G from and
^G if no confusion arises.
A language L=Z/(G) generated by a grammar G is defined as follows:
L={wGl.*\S^(yw}
Further, grammars are classified by forms of productions. Let G = {V, Z,
P, Qi) be a grammar.
(1) G is regular (or type 3) iff each production of P is of the iorm A-*xB
orA->-x, where A, B G V-E and xG Z*,
(2) G is context-free (or type 2) iff each production of P is of the form A
-*■ a , where A g V-Z and a G
(3) G is context sensitive (or type 1) iff each production of P is of the
form a-*-p, where a,/? G \a\<\P\.
A grammar with none of the above restrictions is called phrase structure
(or type 0). A language generated by a regular, context-free, context sensi
tive or phrase structure grammar is called a regular, context-free, context
sensitive or recursively enumerable language, respectively.
3  Elementary Formal Systems
An elementary formal systems was introduced by Smullyan [18]. It is well-
known that his system is suitable to describe processes of computations.
Also Arikawa [3] showed that it is useful as a generative device and gave
the relation with formal languages. Here, we briefly give the definition of
elementary formal systems. For more details, refer to the original [18].
Let A, V and D be finite sets which are mutually disjoint. A set A is
referred as an alphabet. Sets V and D are composed of valiables and predi
cates, respecitvely. Elements of alphabet is denoted by a, b, c,..., ; ai, az
a valiable by x, y, xi, xz a predicate by P, Q, \ Pi, Pz And
each predicate is assigned an positive integer referred as degree.
Then, an elementary formal system (EPS) over A is a 6-tuple E= (A, V,D,
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M), where -► is an Implication sign called an arrow, " Is a punctua
tion sign called a comma and M Is a finite set of expressions called well-
formed formulas (wffs) defined below, which are called axioms oi E.
Further, we introduce fundamental notions of logics. Let E be an EPS
like above. A term t oi E \s in (A U V)*. Especially, a term with only n vali-
ables x\, X2 x,, is denoted by t (xi, X2 x„).
An atomic formula of E is an expression of the form
. In
where P is a predicate in D with degree r and t\ t,. are terms of E.
A well-formed formula of E is one of expressions of the following
forms:
F,
P1-P2- .F,,
where P.Pi F„ are atomic formulas of E. We often call Pi P„_i
premises of the fomula and call P or P„ a conclusion of the formula.
Remark 1 We shortly denote an EPS E=(A, V,D) instead of E=(A, V,D,
if no confusion arises.
A formula P is provable oi E if and only if it is a wff such that:
(1) Pis an axiom of P or
(2) P is obtained from the axiom of E after a finite applications of
two types of operations as follows.
a. Substitute a string oiA* into valiables of P,
b. Infer a formula P2 from Pi if Pi is atomic.
Next we give some notions to explain relations between EPSs and languages.
Let E be an EPS and P be a predicate of E with degree n. We consider
the set of all elements (oti a„) G (Z*)" such that Pa, is provable:
L(P, E)={{ai or,,) G (I*)" | Pa, is provable}
Let L be a subset of (Z*)". Then we say that P represents L in P, or L is
representable in P by P if L=P(P, P).
Then the following theorem are shown:
Theorem 1 ([3]) Let L be a recursively enumerable set over A which has at
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least two symbols and E be an EES over A. Then there exists a predicate
with degree at most two which represents L in E (i.e. L=L(P, E)).
4  Rough Sets
The notion of rough sets was Investigated by Pawlak in [11] to deal with
imprecision and vagueness. A fuzzy set theory [21] and theory of evidence
[17] were proposed as similar notions with differenet aproaches.
We give a definition of rough sets and other notions related to them on
the basis of descriptions of [12].
4.1 Knowledge
Let Ube a finite set called universe of objects we are interested in. Any sub
set X of t/ is called concept or category in U. Any class of concepts is
referred to as abstract knowledge (or shortly, knowledge) about U.
In this paper, we are interested with concepts which form a partition (or
classification) of a universe U:C={Xi, X2 X,, such that for any
n(ii=j).
(i) XiQU,
(ii) Xi*0,
(iii) Xir]Xji=0, and
(iv) [JXi=U.
We often use equivalence relations for mathematical reason instead of
classifications. No problem arises since these two concepts are mutually
interchangeable, and furthermore we can more easily deal with relations
than with classifications.
Let R be an equivalence relation over U. Then the fmlily of all equiva
lence classes of R denoted by U/R. Each equivalence class is referred to as
categories or concepts ofR. And a category in R containing x Gilts denoted
by
The pair K=(U,R) is called knowledge base, where (7*0 is a universe
and R is a family of equivalence relations over U. If PCR and P*0, DP
(intersection of all equivalence relations of P) is also an equivalence relation
over U, is called an indiscernibility relation over P, and denoted by IND{P).
U/IND(P) (i.e. the family of all equivalence classes of the equivalence rela-
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tion IND{P)) denotes knowledge associated with the family of equivalence
relations P, called P-basic knowledge about U in K. We adopt a simple
notation U/P instead of U/IND(P) and P is also called P-basic knowledge.
Equivalence classes of /A®(P) are called basic categories (concepts) of
knowledge P (or P-basic categories). Particularly, for Q 6 R Q is called a Q-
elementary knowledge and equivalence classes of Q are called Q-elemen-
tary categories (concepts) of knowledge R.
We denote the family of all equivalence relations defined in K by
IND(Kl that is
/A®(/£:)={/A®(P): PCRand P + 0}.
4.2 Rough Sets and Approximations
Let Z be a subset of U and R be an equivalence relation. A set X is R-defin-
able if X is the union of some J?-basic categories. Otherwise, X is called
R-undefinable.
The /^-definable sets are those subsets of U which can be exactly
defined in the knowledge base K. and these are called R-exact. On the other
hand, the R-undefinable sets which cannot be defined in K, and called R-
rough (or R-inexact).
A setX of U is called exact in K if and only if there exists an equivalence
relation R e IND(K) such that X is i2-exact, and X is called rough in K if and
only if X is R-rough for any R of IND(K).
This is the definition of rough sets. Note that there exist some cate
gories which cannot be expressed exactly by a knowledge.
Next we consider expressing a rough set by other (exact) sets. This idea
leads to an approximation of a set which is hard to express.
Let K={U, R) be a knowledge base. ForXC U and an equivalence rela
tion R e IND(K), we define two subsets of X.
RX = U{Ke U/R I Y^X)
RX = U{Te U/R I YnX=t^&}
We say that RX or RX are R-lower or R-upper approximation of X, respec
tively. We may omit a prefix "R" if no confusion arises. And a set
BNDii(X) =RX-RX is called R-boundary of X
Intutively RX is the set of all elements of U which is certainly classified
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as elements of X, and RX is the set of all elements of U which is possibly
classified as elements of X. Thus BNDr(X) is the set of all elements of U
which cannot be c/ear//classified as whether elements oi X or not.
Furthermore, we use notations and terms as follows:
POSr (X) = RX: R-positive region X,
NEGr{X) = U-RX; R-negative region oiX,
BNDr (X) = RX: R- borderline region of X.
Then obviously the following holds:
Proposition 1
(i) X is R-definable if and only if RX=RX,
(ii) X is R-rough if and only if RX + RX.
Further, directly we can get some properties as follows:
Proposition 2
(i) RXQXQRX,
(ii) R0=m = 0; RU=RU= U,
(Hi) R(X[JY) = RX\JRY,
(iv) R(Xr)Y) = RXnRY,
(v) XQY^ RXQRY,
(vi) XQY^RXQRY,
(vii) R(XDY)^ RXU RY,
(viii) ^ (XU T) c U RY,
(ix) R(-X)=-RX,
(x) R(-X)=-RX,
(xi) RRX=RRX^RX.
(xii) ^ X=RRX=RX.
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5  Rough Elementary Formal Systems
Now we give a definition of a new type of generative device, rough elemen
tary formal systems, which is extended to (original) elementary formal sys
tems by a concept of approximate sets called rough sets.
Let E= (A, V, D) be an EPS and P be elements of D. Let P be a predicate
of P. And let the language L=L(P.£'). The lower and upper approximation
of D is denoted by D and D, respectively.
Note that all elements of D (or D) is lower (or upper) approximation of
an element P of D.
Then we construct a rough EPS (REPS) through the following manner:
(i) lower approximation of P
E=(A,V,D).
(ii) upper approximation of P
E = (A,V,D).
Also we can define languages with respect to lower and upper approxima
tion of an EPS.
Then we call a language L(P, E) generated by P the lower approxima
tion of L, or a lower language of P, which is referred as L-L(P, P), where
underline PsD. The upper approximation of L (or upper language of L) is
analogusly defined.
Next we give some properties for REPSs and their languages.
Proposition 3 An REPS E (orE) is a EES if and only ifP (orP) is defined.
Proposition 4 LetE, E and E be EESs. Then the following holds.
LQLQL.
Proposition 5 LetE be an EES andP be a predicate of E such thatL{P, E) =
G and G is type i grammar (i=0, 1,2,3). Then the grammar G' of L{G') =
L{P,E) is typej {j <i).
6 Discussions
We have investigated the new generative device of languages, which can
express imprecise concepts called rough set theories. REPSs are defined by
equivalence relations over a set. Obviously equivalence relations are defined
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(or discovered) over a set, and thus REFSs are more naturally extended
from original EFSs than probabilistic (stochastic) grammars [14,16, 4], fuzzy
grammars [10].
Kobayashi and Yokomori [7, 8, 9] introduced an approximation frame
work based on an extended rough set theory and discussed the learnability
of formal languages by using formal grammars. However, formal gram
mars are not necessarily familiar with rough set thoery, so that unfortu
nately learnable classes of languages by their framework are extremely
limitted. We shall present our coming paper as for learnability of REFSs.
(Associate Professor of Computer Science)
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